SIMS ID
A single username and password
for each member of staff and pupil

A safe and secure, single login solution
from desktop to cloud
Easy-to-manage for staff and pupils
Reduces administration time
Enables Google and Office365 integration

Who benefits?

Senior
Leaders

IT Managers

Teachers
and pupils

A single login solution for
your school
SIMS ID is the “Single Sign-On” solution from Capita SIMS. It makes running
cloud services effortless providing teachers, staff and pupils with a single login
from their desktop to their online services.

Your Identity. Your Data.
It’s important that individuals can be confident in their online identity and that
only the right people have access to their data. With SIMS ID you can have just
this - consistent across a wide range of services.
Taking the data already in SIMS, SIMS ID provides you with a simple set of tools
to enable you to manage all of your online services, whilst delivering your users a
self-managed service through a simple Launchpad.

Key benefits of SIMS ID
For your staff and pupils:
Only need to remember a single username and password for all your services connected to SIMS ID
Ability for users to securely reset and manage their own passwords
No need to re-enter passwords once you’ve logged into your network device
Customisable Launchpad providing simplified, consistent access to your online services from
any device
Your SIMS timetable visible in your Google and Office365 calendar.

For the IT managers:
Simple management of user identity across local and online services via a single admin portal
Automatically pulls your data from SIMS to create your SIMS IDs in your chosen format
Automatically provisions users and groups into integrated cloud services including
Office365 or Google
Minimises the effort of running your local Active Directory through automatic updates to
your local users and groups
Enforces centrally administered security policies, including disabling all services when a
user leaves your service.

For the senior leaders:
Reassurance that the right people have the right level of access to the right systems
Confidence that when a user leaves and is deactivated in, or removed from, SIMS, all services
managed by SIMS ID are automatically disabled and access to school data is revoked
Free up your technical resources from repetitive admin tasks, like password resets and end
of year changeover
Clear audit trail for user’s identity.

How it works

SIMS ID

SIMS ID takes the information that your school has in SIMS and
allows you to push this to your local Active Directory and deliver
cloud platform services to give users a consistent identity across
your school.
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Launchpad
O365 and/or Google
integration
Automated MIS to SIMS
ID provisioning
Local Active Directory
account provisioning
Single sign-on from
desktop to cloud services

SIMS ID LIGHT
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If you’re only looking to
simplify access to your cloud
services, then SIMS ID Light is
for you. This service enables
SIMS ID for your cloud services
only, whilst still including
seamless integration with
SIMS.
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Single sign-on to cloud
services

FIND OUT MORE
www.capita-sims.co.uk/simsid

1.

SIMS ID is driven by the data that is held in your school’s MIS

2.

A safe and secure SIMS ID login is generated for each member of staff and pupil

3.

Logins will synchronise with integrated online services and your Active Directory

4.

It is effortless to run multiple cloud services and integrates with Google and
Office365

5.

One username and password gives each user access to all of the school’s systems
they need

Your questions answered
Is SIMS ID hosted or installed?
SIMS ID is a hosted and fully managed solution. The advantage of this for schools, multi-academy trusts and
local authorities is that it reduces the costs of managing and delivering a completely integrated ICT solution.

Is SIMS ID secure?
Yes, SIMS ID is secure. It contains a number of security features which allow you to grant appropriate access to
relevant members of the organisation, ensuring only authorised personnel are able to make changes to a user
or group.

Can I integrate with local resources and applications?
Yes. SIMS ID can be used to generate logins for any locally based services that work with Active Directory.

Can our school still use SIMS ID if we run SIMS locally?
Yes, you will still be able to use SIMS ID if you run SIMS locally, but you can only use single sign-on to access
SIMS and FMS if you have the versions of those products that are hosted by us.

Want to know more about SIMS ID?
Telephone: 0800 170 1211
Email: info@capita-sims.co.uk
Web: www.capita-sims.co.uk
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